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Director’s Note

Erdogan Transformed the World’s View of Somalia
Secondly, due to the security risks in Somalia at that time, such a trip to Somalia
was very dangerous given the state fragility
and the presence of numerous known and
ity of inconvenient incidents at any time.

Prof. Dr. Ali Sheikh Ahmed

Thirdly, the airport in the capital was destroyed and not equipped to receive such
planes, which made the World Aviation
Authority, considering the risk to the life of
the passengers to warn against the consequences of such a decision trip. In fact,
the right wing of one of the two planes was
damaged after landing while walking on the
runway, fortunately no one got hurt.

The historical visit of Turkey’s then prime
minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan to the
Somali capital Mogadishu on August 19,
2011, was exceptional in many sides where
Fourthly, this trip and the followed relief
its questions and enthusiasm are still live
from the Turkey’s governmental and noneven after a decade has elapsed. The trip
governmental organizations surprised the
world with its size and the speed of delivery
lief organizations and forced some of them
It was an event that changed the paradigm
enhancement in the mode of operandi.
tween the two countries in the later years.
In other words it was an spectacular step at
odd with the status quo.
tional attention since it turned into a failed
state, the trip revealed the state of isolaThe trip and the circumstances in Somalia
at that time has several features :
the collapse of the central government in
Firstly, on August 19, 2011, two Turkish
planes landed at Mogadishu airport, caries trade in the issue of relief without tanrying the Prime Minister of the Turkish
.
state, Mr. Recep Tayyip Erdogan, along
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Sixthly, from Mogadishu, Erdogan announced his vision for Turkish assistance
people, politicians and singers. It’s fair to to Somalia, encompassed a humanitarian
say that, the size and composition of the aid and long-term developmental projects,
delegation was surprising and unexpected. here I ought to mention some milestone

Building one of the most advanced hospitals in Mogadishu- the hospital has a competitive
edge with other hospitals in the region in terms-of the facility and services.

entry visa to Turkey.

Among the important and highly regarded results of that visit are:

training, discipline and military mindsight.
Somalia’s presence in its relationship with Turkey as a strong international partner that
mental sectors.
Within a short time, Turkish products such as food, clothing, furniture, etc., seized Somali
market and overwhelmed on the products from the other countries, while some Turkish
companies moved to Somalia, especially contraction companies.
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of schools in Somalia, and the Turkish Cooperation and Coordination Agency (TIKA)
which impalements development projects in various Somali regions.
tries to reside in Turkey.

discovery as well as exploiting other marine resources
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Erdogan’s trip to Somalia was a real coup
against the old versions of external enchanged the usual standards and methdealing with Somalia since the collapse of
the state. As known the international politics towards Somalia revolved around the
issue of humanitarian relief in general with
less focus on the issue of development.
The visit has turned the scene in upsidedown regarding the classic world’s view

Therefore, the visit did not seek just a rerevived a history that many thought had
disappeared and gone forever, and will not
return to normal again, the trip has resurfaced the memory of Ottoman’s support
for Somalis as they were facing the Portuguese who invaded the Somali coasts. So
again the Erdogan’s trip to Somalia was the
most powerful help for the Somali people
wars.

Ten years after the visit, we are witnessing
try was found standing next to Somalia, plished at various levels, and we hope that
and speaking in its favor and loudly in international forums, hence Turkey’s explicit
interest in Somalia have raised questions
sult, Turkey’s way of work in Somalia has
created international and regional rivalry on
sequent engagement, other states rushed
-

and some African countries. Also, the international organizations moved to Somalia
rather than setting in outside of the country.
Although Erdogan’s visit unleashed a new

to hundreds of years ago, hence, the trip
was only a rejuvenation of the ties started
from Sultan Suleiman Al-qanuni who ruled
the Ottoman Empire in the sixteenth century
-
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Introduction
It was the 19th of Aug. 2011 when Recep
Tayyip Erdogan who was the Prime Minis-

in which Turkey gave Africa low priority in its
foreign policy. Instead, Turkey’s successor

in Mogadishu with a large delegation that

relations with the western countries. But
after the end of the cold war and the de-

tycoons, and his close families such as the
toric visit to the distraught capital city of Sofamine that claimed the lives of hundreds
of thousands of Somalis in 2011. Erdo-

With the coming of the Justice and Development Party (AKP) to power in 2002,
a new epoch of multi-dimensional foreign

Somalia since the collapse of the state in
towards the heavy-weight visitor was specstead of the conventional actors who mainly

Ahmet Davutoglu former prime minister of
Turkey and long-served foreign minister is
among those who theorized for Turkey’s
role as a regional power in the post-cold
war era. Davutoglu (2008) argues that Tur-

expected such kind of visit at the peak of with multiple regional identities that canthe famine and the security threats that existed in Mogadishu which made all western Thus, its foreign policy and security interleaders avoid such a risk. But the courage
- a multi-faceted foreign policy. The foreign
policy approach that was implemented in
the era of Davutoglu as foreign minister
An Overview of Turkish Diplomatic was featured as a dynamic multi-faceted
viously Turkish diplomacy was not reachsince Erdogan’s historic visit to Mogadishu
under that new foreign policy direction.
humanitarian cause) is a part of wider forgovernment at the end of the 20th century
which aimed to diversify Turkey’s international relations and reshape Turkey’s place
eign policy direction came after many years
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Turkish foreign policy towards Africa was
formulated “Opening up to Africa Policy”.
This strategy of opening up to Africa was
ister of Turkey from 1997 to 2001. This
was part of Turkey’s newly emerging multidimensional foreign policy vision, initiated

summit . The plan of opening up to Africa
entailed solidifying the political, trade, and
However, the implementation of the plan
-

“The Year of Africa”. After the declaration of
2005 as the “Year of Africa”, the AK Party’s
foreign policy preferences led Turkey to
pursue a far more proactive foreign policy in

unions, and representatives from Turkish
foreign trade and investment organizations.
diplomatic relations with the African counrican (SSA) countries. While Ankara’s em-

Erdogan used humanitarian diplomacy (a
set of diplomacy, aid, development, education, and culture) as a useful tool to engage rican appreciation of Turkey’s engagement
with Africa. This would in turn upscaled the and recognition of its potential advantages.
the two sides in the later time. Recep Tayyip Erdogan, then prime minister of Turkey
paid a visit to Ethiopia and South Africa in
minister revealed the strong commitment
of Turkey to have closer ties with Africa.

key the status of a strategic partner in 2008.
In line with the policy of opening to Africa,
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Turkish Aid and Assistance to the Continent
Along with its vast diplomatic missions in the continent, Turkey dispatched its developmental and humanitarian agents to assist the African countries. Organizations like the
Turkish Cooperation and Coordination Agency (TIKA), Disaster and Emergency Management Presidency (AFAD), Turkish Diyanet Foundation (TDV), and Yunus Emre Institute spearheaded the implementation of Turkey’s policy of developmental and cultural

workers.

which Turkey has diplomatic relations. Also, Yunus Emre Institute was founded in 2007 to
promote the Turkish language, Turkish culture, and art. The institute also aims to improve

cultural centers across the continent, courses like the Turkish language, history, and art
them to Turkey to learn the Turkish language and culture.
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Turkish Airlines Flights to Africa
approach which Turkey implemented to Africa yielded fruits in a short time. Turkey’s trade
-
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Turkish Military Presence in the Continent
ment with Turkey’s highly growing military industry, Turkey projected its hard power in
countries. As Ankara has growing commercial ties with most African countries, a military
lia in 2017. Likewise, recently Turkey started diplomatic and military activities in the Sahel
region. Besides the strong presence of France, the former colony of the countries in the

and other non-state actors.

against the extremist factions, Ankara signed a defense pact with Niger in July 2020. Ac-

done in Somalia .
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A Decade After Erdogan’s Historic Visit: The Trajectory of the
Turkish Humanitarian and Developmental Assistance to Somalia

Turkey’s initial engagement to Somalia started with the response to a devastating
million people. According to the humanitarian organizations the deadly draught claimed
millions came to the edge for similar destiny. Hundreds of thousands were displaced
-
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To attract international attention to the So- net ministers when Somalia was a no-go
mali catastrophe, the prime minister of the
were not coming to Somalia at the time
he came to Mogadishu with his family .”
The visit was enough to achieve its initial
mission that was meant to attract the attention of the international Community to
among the Somalis and in the outside
world. His trip, at the height of the country’s outspoken Foreign Policy Erdogan in late
non-African head of state in nearly two decades . Erdogan paid a visit to the refugee
Surprisingly, Erdogan dared to mingle with
the needy people in the camp he visited
others who claim to represent those people
in the Somali government or in the People’s
House. Those children were physically
to malnutrition. Turkey’s visit to Somalia, in
2011, at the Prime Ministry level, was intended to put the spotlight on the horrors of
starvation and to attract the world’s attention and focus on the tragedy happening in
the region.

2011, he underlined that drought and famtional community’s decision to leave Somalia to its fate is also an underlying factor
ent to such a drama, wherever on Earth
Somali people’s distress”

Erdogan said.

The visit also drew the attention of the Turkish people to Somalia. Before that time, the
-

What was striking was the level of secuwithdrew from the Mogadishu view weeks

used to come to Somalia for humanitarian missions. In the period following the

could have happened at every time. He
car, in contrast to the armored personnel

gan to engage in cooperation to help So-

Sheikh Sharif Ahmed . Somalis recognize
that Erdogan and his entourage risked their

governmental and non-governmental organizations started collecting donations

security situation. Mr. Erdogan’s visit was means such as social media, televisions,
a turning point in the history of Somalia. and posters. Due to large-scale media
- campaign, the majority of Turkish people
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-

days after the trip. On the other hand, Immediately after Erdogan’s trip, dozens of governmental and non-governmental Turkish organizations poured into Somalia.

Diplomatic Synergy
when the Ottoman Empire was at the peak of its strength. At that time, the Ottoman Empire and Somali sultanates in East Africa were allies against the foray of the Portuguese
into the region. Also, the Ottoman Empire extended heavy support to the Somalis in their

the Somali civil war in late 1990.
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more than $60 million and nearly 300 Somalis were employed during the construction .
-

Turkey .”
platforms. Barely, president Erdogan attends an international conference without pursystem with its lack of decisiveness and inaction in solving the prolonged crises in war-

the International Community on the way the Somali issue was handled for a long time. He

in the world if the outcry rising from Somalia is left unheard ,” Erdogan told. The speech

-

darity, Turkey condemns the terrorist events that happen in Somalia against civilian and
severe attack. Likewise, Somalia shows diplomatic solidarity for Turkey on several oc-

ment as the orchestrators of the failed coup on 15th July 2016.
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Humanitarian AID
One of the direct results of Erdogan’s visit to Somalia is the huge Turkish aid fallow to So-

famine in Somalia then. The early Turkish humanitarian intervention was outstanding, as
tional and governmental charity organizations.

Few months after Erdogan’s visit to Somalia, the aid that arrived Somali from Turkey
on the outskirts of Mogadishu. With Somalia’s northern region of Bakool and Lower She-

Crescent Head of Delegation in 2011, using the slogan; “Africa is starving, the Turkish
-

lars from 2011 to 2016.
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kitchen ovens to feed thousands of starved
people. Between 2011 and 2016, the organization set up 27 centers included 3 hospi-

vided 13.799.564 people with warm meals

Another organization that participated in
the humanitarian operations in Somalia
is the Disaster and Emergency Management Authority (AFAD). In the early years
of Turkey’s presence in Somalia, AFAD deployed hundreds of tons of humanitarian
aid to Somalia. Since 2011, AFAD sent to
Somalia dozens of humanitarian missions
with diverse aid materials like food and
shelter. Between 2011 and 2016, AFAD
sent to Somalia a total of 22,128 tons of

days a week . Other organizations that provided humanitarian aid to the needy includ- aircraft and eight vessels . In 2016 AFAD
YANET) which played a tremendous role coordinated the shipment of 11,000 tons
in the early years of famine crises. One of
the vivid examples of the DIYANET’s role
was sending 1,470 tons of material relief
on 5 cargo aircraft and one ship and $102,
6 million cash assistance in Aug 2011 .
Turkish Red Crescent’s humanitarian oper- tarian aid presence in Somalia in famine
and post-famine years. Although relatively
smaller than the previously mentioned ordisaster in Somalia in 2012. On the 15th ganizations, the organization engaged in
Mogadishu a humanitarian team aimed to

of Somali students. On August 9, 2011, the
Diyanet reportedly sent Somalia $102, 6
the lives of hundreds of civilians while the million in cash assistance and 1,470 tons
agency along with the Turkish ministry of of material relief on 5 cargo aircraft and one
ship, while in 2016 the organization was
people to Turkey for treatment. Also, ac- providing three hot meals daily to approxigence service people, the Turkish Ministery hospital in Mogadishu, Banadir Hospital and
situation and to speed up the support op-
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No year without the Turkish Red Crescent
undertake humanitarian assistance in Somalia, just in April 2021, the organization

The Foundation for Human Rights, Freedoms and Humanitarian Relief (IHH) is an
ment in Somalia. The organization which

in need in some districts in Mogadishu.

Turkish organization to reach Somalia, has

At the climax of the drought, the organization launched to Somalia a ship carrying 3,000
rice, pasta, medicine, and medical supplies which are urgently needed . IHH incessantly
fully created partnerships with local organizations involving in aid and development, particularly in education. In terms of the water wells, the Turkish organizations implemented

2018 reached 193 wells.
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Developmental Assistance
Developmental aid is part and parcel of Turkey’s aid package to Somalia, this aid pales

in some way or another, more than any other donor. Turkey’s development assistance

Education
-

went to Turkey in the early years after Erdogan visited Somalia, predominantly the years
charities arranged scholarships for more than 350 Somalis, to study in Turkey, Sudan,
-
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sands of Somali young students to Turkey
for education purposes, one of them is the
Yardimeli organization which provided 75
scholarships, including medical students,
nurses, and three Somali doctors for specialization in pediatric medicine . The numopportunities exceeds three thousand. According to the minister of Turkish foreign affairs, 1,092 Somali students have received
Turkish higher education scholarships
-

gave opportunities to thousands of Somali students to study in Turkey, likewise,
also undertook education-related projects in Somalia. The projects were einew educational facilities, new departments for universities and colleges, or
helping the existing institutions through

The students’ levels of education were
mixed from secondary school to doctorate, while the average ages of the students

full scholarship packages such as free
education, monthly pocket money, residence, and health insurance. The majority of the students learned the Turkish
language as a compulsory precondition
for them to start their formal education.
The learning of the Turkish language

nity to expose to the culture and values
of the Turkish people. The graduates of
lished their ventures. Also, the graduates
ates of Turkish universities have a sig-
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Construction Materials Testing Lab
the Somali government and Turkish authorities such as Mr. Mohamed Adan Moallim, So-

Association for Research and Development Prof.Dr. Ali Sheikh Ahmed Also, Mogadishu

of Maarif Foundation, Turkish Diyanet Foundation, Recep Tayyip Erdogan Hospital, and
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cover the dire needs for testing construction materials. This testing center will save cost and
time for construction companies that were forced to send samples of construction materials
malia after the collapse of the state and currently educates thousands of Somali students.
ticipate in the opening ceremony of water, soil, asphalt, and construction materials testing
that Turkish involvement in Somalia is moving from traditional humanitarian assistant to

-

historic event and underscored the importance of such a testing center for students of enwith a tour of the testing facilities and the top management of the university has shown

of years to come.
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Agricultural School

stock; and they found a chance to integrate practical training with the theoretical one.
In the initial years, the school started with short-term farming courses, where students

very high. The graduation of 500 students at the end of the school’s second year was a
positive acceptance gesture towards the newly opened school.

-

the school provided free education to 180 students . To convey the modern farming tech-
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Currently, the institution is a part of Za- thus, the weakness made the country rely
- on imports from outside. As a part of the
gy as the Faculty of Agriculture. The faculty training project, TIKA delivered 40 kilos of
seeds, along with pesticide and fertilizers,
courses. Also, the faculty provides nearly
ten areas of specialization. TIKA and IHH
with their long-term vision of helping Socontinuing their role through providing loports. Somalia has approximately eight
-

25 waterwheel projects in Somaliland to

Turkish Educational Institutions
Turkey’s educational role in Somalia does

state for the last three decades, the sector among the institutions of the two couninvolvement in Somalia in terms of eduuse agricultural technology rather than relying on seasonal rain are impediments to
the sector of agriculture in Somalia. Such
mentum and consideration to the agricultural sector.
Likewise, TIKA launched agricultural development project in Somaliland in 2020. The
project aimed to deliver training for the farmers, enhancing farming techniques through
teaching modern agricultural technologies
and delivering seeds. Turkey’s Hargeisa
for the launch of agricultural support . In
the launching ceremony, Yilmaz underlined
that the project will help the farmers to have
tinue in supporting the people of Somaliland. Like the rest of Somalia, Somaliland’s

Turkish organizations. One of the outstanding institutions is the Turkish Maarif Foundation Schools in Mogadishu. The Maarif
government to overtake the schools linked
chestrated the failed coup in Turkey in July
2016. Immediately after the failed coup
against the Turkish government. Somalia
suspended the Nile Academy-the organization that administered the school and was
and after two years of suspension Maarif
Foundation took over the administration of
the School. The Somali government was
over the schools two years ago .

the other for the girls, Maarif Foundation
school hosts nearly a thousand students.
Yearly, more than a hundred students grad-

irrigation and depends vastly on the rainfall,
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students to pursue their higher education in Turkey. Also, the Maarif Foundation Schools

lamic theology. As it appears in the name, the Imam Hatip Schools as a vocational school
-

half of them were living in the school’s dormitory. According to Turkey’s former religious
services consultant in Somalia Ahmet Akturk, numerous students were orphans . TDV
families get the opportunity to learn with luring expectation that they may get Turkish
scholarships for higher education after graduating from the school.

other schools that related to the Turkish organizations, graduates get higher education
opportunities in Turkey
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Health
strategic ties of the two countries and participate in the opening ceremony of the SomaliaTurkey Training and Research Hospital in Mogadishu, which was later named as the “Re-

units . Every day, the hospital provides medical services to an average of 1000 patients,
while monthly an average of 500 surgeries are operated in the hospital. The hospital refor the cases that local hospitals cannot handle.
As a research and training hospital, dozens of Somali medical practitioners got the chance

medication work of the Hospital.
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pital management, the initial protocol in
2015 stipulates that the two countries joint-

The medical aid of TIKA was not limited
dogan Research and Training Hospital,

and quilts departed from Etimesgut Military
Airport in the Turkish capital Ankara . On
ish medical aid reached Somalia were two
Turkish military planes that carried medical
aid arrived in Mogadishu. The planes had
them Turkish-made ventilators. The medipandemic’s speed and impact.

tions across the country. For example to TIKA continuously delivers support mainly
solve the challenge of the specialization needed equipment to the health institutions
that encounters the Somali young doctors, for enhancement of their services to the
launched the Somalia Medical Specializasity in Somalia providing education at the
international standards with the support of

in central Somalia. The hospital service for
nearly half a million people lives in the cen-

Outside Mogadishu, TIKA undertook the the patients in the region have no choice
only to travel to Mogadishu to do the simplest tests due to the shortage of humans
capital city of the Mudug region in the cen- and equipment. Thus, this kind of dona-

for the Turkish developmental assistance in
Somalia. One vivid example is that 70% of

sector-related projects.
During the peak of the Covid-19 pandemic, upon the directives of president
Recep Tayyip Erdogan, Turkey sent Somalia healthy aid such as drugs and mediApril 2020, upon the directives of president
Recep Tayyip Erdogan Turkey sent to Somalia a planeload of medical aid. Also, in
May 2020, an A-400M military plane car-
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services.

Media
Radio Himilo

To spread message of peace and realize a coopperative society rooted in social justice

-
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Objectives of Radio Himilo
To enhance community dialogue and involvement, through facilitating the sharing of
information, ideas, and artistic expression.

social, economic and environmental justice, human rights, democracy, multiculturalism,
and freedom of expression.
To disseminate updated information, news and development programs to the community.
To empower society and to enhance social progress.
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Radio Programs

Education programs in various levels.
Health Programs.
Child Programs.

Religious Programs.
Role of women on social, political and economical development
Peace and human rights.
Somali Literature that include: Poetry, songs, comics and other forms of arts.
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Infrastructure

people witnessed a foreign country working on an infrastructural enhancement in their
country since the collapse of the state in 1991. As a party of Turkey’s humanitarian
-
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Turkish Cooperation and Coordination
Agency (TIKA) undertook the coordination
of the infrastructural projects in Mogadishu,

to take place within the scope of the project
was signed . Former speaker of Somalia’s
Peoples House Mohamed Osman Jawari

Mogadishu. the Makka-Almukarama road
which connects the presidential palace

Olgan Bekar were among the attendants
of the protocol signing ceremony. The new

sentative duties.
like the lack of proper drainage systems,
ness movement in the city, let alone its psychological moral uplift for the population in
Mogadishu.
In 2018 TIKA declared that it will reconment in Mogadishu. Before initiating the
construction of the temporary parliament
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erything in its power to complete the project
is completed, the construction of the main
the success of this project, TIKA would

Financial Support and Capacity Building
Turkey has given sporadically direct aid
request of the former president of Somalia Hassan Sheikh Mohamud, a monthly
amount of $4.5 million was provided from
2013. Thanks to Turkey’s cash support the

on $2.5 million in each month for one year.
Somalia will use the money for improving
get. The Turkish grant couldn’t have come
challenges due to political turmoil and ecorus.

system in Somalia, the money was collect-

to give a grant of 2 million 372 thousand
dollars SDR (Special Drawing Right) corresponding to 3 million 487 thousand dol-

in Mogadishu. Although this un-orthodonti-

Poor Countries initiative under the IMF to

move raised criticism from the conventional
-

alization of the aim to completely wipe out

thus, contrary to the declared intentions it years, normalize Somalia’s relations with
may end in the pockets of special people.
the international community, and ensure
In 2014, the Turkish government pro- sources and economic growth.

later time. According to Turkey’s ministry
support to Somalia hasn’t had any relato the end of the tenure of the agreement
of 2016,2017 and 2019 Turkey granted
ary support and as a part of agreements
Aug,2021, President Recep Tayyip Erdocountries in which Turkey grants Somalia a
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-

1,500 trainee soldiers at a time with sports
courts and running track. According to se-

endeavors to enhance the capacity of the
-

cality and morale of the Somali Soldiers in
institutions like ministries, parliament, and
tal withdrawal of AMISOM. “This is the largto Turkey to get a chance of exposing to
Turkey’s rich and strong working environ- key,” said Turkey’s defense minister Hulusi
ment or keeping them in Somalia while Akar who was participating in the opening
training programs. In 2016 a delegation
from Somalia local governments participated with delegations from several countries, knowledge and experience sharing
with Municipalities the program contained
sessions on the water, water and irrigation
systems management, studies on alternative energy resources and asphalt in local
tions services of local administrations. The

The government of Turkey and its army will
-

Turkish World Municipalities and TIKA . In

lia’s security personnel raised concerns and

lia participated in Turkey a training program
on water and sewage administratiwwon

ors. Then prim minister Hassan Ali Khaire
said during the inauguration” This academy
army”.

and international players. While conveying
Turkey’s military knowledge and expertise

no thorough research work on the impact
on the other hand, question marks towards
volvement have emerged, particularly in a
time where geopolitical competition is going
over the red sea and over other places such

Security Sector Capacity Building
Mogadishu the largest military installation

costs $50 million and can accommodate
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the internationally recognized government.
Within this tense regional and international
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training takes place in the Turkish military’s Counter-Terrorism and Commando Training
Command in Isparta in western Turkey. The center in Isparta is one of the most important
Syrian and northern Iraqi campaigns .

Somali soldiers intending to reach up to 5,000 soldiers in the coming near future accord-

-
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ernment of Somalia airlifted 49 policewomen of the Haramcad special unit to Turkey
for further training. In a farewell attended
cials from Somali police, Deputy Director

agreements, according to the Turkish National Defense Ministry. The Somali Army
also uses the Turkish military’s MPT-76

Somali authorities. According to a statement
from the Turkish National Defense Ministry
“ “As part of restructuring the Somali Armed
we have female special forces in all units! Forces, the Northern Barracks - 1st Stage
thanks to the Turkish mission in Somalia for Facilities built by Turkey in Mogadishu were
the realization of the long time dream,”. The handed over to the [Somali] authorities,”.
end of the training mission. Haramcad conspecial forces from the legitimate task of
- maintaining security to using them for pojo came to the power in 2017. As former litical purposes such as oppressing political
soldiers of NISA, due to a decision of reforming the spy agent, most of its soldiers eral cases where the special forces trained
moved to the elite police unit of Haramcad.
The Haramcad contingent consists of 1,000
soldiers and attained high-quality training Haramcad police forces to Baidhawa the
capital city of South-West State of Somalia
to sideline some candidates who were not
ing in Turkey. Also, the Turkish government the federal government’s preferred canditrained and equipped the elite contingent
gor. The soldiers of this contingent attend
Turkey’s highly respected war schools and
parliamentary and presidential elections
process and to eliminate the local forces
war and counterterrorism operations.
Turkey’s role in the enhancement of secutary equipment like guns and armored vehicles. For example in 2020, Turkey donated to Somalia 12 BMC Kirpi mine-resistant
-

Wal-Jamaa (ASWJ) militia led to the total

minister in the presidential competition. The
-
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Trade Relations
role in international trade and so that the and that has surely helped the isolated
country to reconnect to the rest of the world
- once again. Favori LLC increased the capacity of the airport from 15 to 60 aircraft af- pany and the Somali government allowing
cal distance and the fact that Somalia has the company to run the airport. Mogadishu
in that the two nations to had almost zero
or relatively too small trade relations in the company to claim almost 45 percent of the
past. But, ironically, for the last decade, the whole shares of the port in a 20-year deal.
In turn, the company is supposed to proand close allies, in some regards.
The relations started when Turkey responded to the devastating droughts in Somalia
with much-needed humanitarian assistance
in 2011 (Slim, H. 2012). The prime minister
a historic visit to Mogadishu, at that time of
humanitarian crises in Somalia. That was
not just a provision of humanitarian assis-

necessary infrastructure required for the
port (Bilkay, S., & Yilmaz, M. K. 2017).
Turkey. Because 2011 was the year Turkey
essary humanitarian assistance. That was
not a year of only humanitarian assistance

as trade, development and security. Turk-

two countries ranged from education and
les, et al 2015).
In 2012 Turkish Airlines started regular
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areas such as health, education and security. But in here, this article, we are only

of which each country imports from the other country and, at the same time, how much
one exports to the other.

-

The Overall Trade Volume
-

trade volume drastically increased from less than half a million in the early 2000s to more
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Exports to Turkey
Somalia’s export to Somalia is too small compared to the imports it does from Turkey on
larger population with the larger purchasing power. But the situation is not what it should
tions needed to plan and carry out the national economic missions and goals for the good
of the people and the country.
Figure 2

Apart from its small scale, there is also inconsistency in the exports that Somalia does to

as in 2011 the amount increased to almost 2.4 million and declined in the next years to
less than 1 million in 2017. But, again, the volume of the exports to Turkey explosively
grew to more than 6 million in 2018 and is expected to grow further in the future. But that
tion which would plan and set economic goals for more economic growth, development
and prosperity.
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Imports from Turkey

increasing exponentially. In 2010, the volume of imports from Turkey rose from less than
impressive achievement for Turkey in such a short period.
Figure 3

-

some economically smaller countries, America for example, the largest economy and the
it comes to trade. But that is when the economically smaller country has a policy and a

what Somalia is facing now.
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The Balance of the Payments

projections show.
Figure 4

to Turkey’s model towards trade with Africa which is a kind of “export-led growth” model
the rest of the world. Because Somali merchants who used to do their exportations from
other countries turned their attentions towards Turkey in recent years as Somalia have
-
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Contrasting

Figure 5

From 2011 to date, imports from Turkey kept increasing smoothly which means that Tur-

tion to Turkey is not as consistent as the imports it does from Turkey. The main reason,

ropes of isolation, and reaching out to the world.
ined the nation. All these challenges are what kept the means of production of the country
to remain underdeveloped. Also, corruption is what caused the unskilled personnel to end
-
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-

-

a million in the early 2000s to more than 250 million in 2019. Somalia’s export to Turkey
is relatively small compared to the imports it does from Turkey on a large scale. For example in 2010, the volume of imports from Turkey rose from less than 5 million to more

and carry out the national economic missions and goals for the good of the people and
the country.
-

ers can formulate plans regarding the extraction and the management of those resources
from elsewhere.
The argument that says ‘’there is no peace in Somalia’’ is irrelevant as some parts of the

widespread corruption in Somalia’s system of governance. Corruption is the source of all
evil, mismanagement, and disastrous policies as corruption allows the wrong person to
get assigned in the wrong position.
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Turkey as a Preferred destination for Somalis

Since the historical visit of President Recep Tayyip Erdogan to Somalia when he was the
-

thus, some of them are coming to Turkey for living, others are coming for work and to do
only due to the admiration they have towards Turkey. Coming to Turkey with purposes
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Before Turkey, the Somali diaspora had other recipient countries to go such as Egypt,
last ten years particularly after 2015, Somalis started to discover Turkey as an alternaa large Somali community will settle in Turkey are very high.

-

has multiple factors that can attract perplexed Somali families. Based on the reasons for

coming for short-term purposes.
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First, Turkey is a Muslim country and that gives it credit in comparison to western countries. According to many Somali diasporas mainly in the west, keeping their children within
the fences of Islam practically and ideologically is more important for them than anything
the large swathes which were under the control of the Ottoman empire in its peak times.
Five times a day, the call to prayer (Azan) from the spires of more than 3,000 mosques

countries and generally for the middle-class people who mainly come from Somalia. For
Lampur, or ironically, it is cheaper than those in Mogadishu especially the houses in the

as in Somalia.
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thorities. The majority of them if not all of them are having short-term residence permits

-

attention from Turkish and African customers, especially Somalis . The Somalis who live
in Turkey or those coming from the outside come to gather in these places to exchange
as they employ Turkish citizens and pay taxes.
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Turkey’s Ambition to Build a Spacestation in Somalia

Program and stated that the Space Access and Space Port Projects are among the country’s 2023 targets. After the announcement, there was excitement throughout Turkey; the
statement also attracted the world’s attention. Turkey planned to make a hard landing on

space means independent access to information. Furthermore, he mentioned that Tur-

project.
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How Convenient is Somalia for such a Project?
ered launching its rockets in Somalia due to its proximity to the equator. So, that is clear
spaceships into space.

-
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mainly rural, most towns and villages in Southern Somalia. The group is as deadly as it
gets and completely opposes and is against all Turkish presence, activities, and operations in Somalia. They already carried out multiple attacks on Turkish personnel in the
country, which costed some Turkish citizens’ lives.

ment. So, the political turmoil in the country is only adding to the uncertainty and causes

Another question goes like this: Is Turkey ready or planning to import everything neces-

physical infrastructure for such megaprojects.

What Would Somalia Gain if Chosen for the Project?

have also helped Somalia consider its space explorations in the long term getting support
from its Turkish counterpart.
Another essential thing to note is that if Turkey chooses Somalia as the destination for
tronomy, astrophysics, and others. The space station would also provide internships and
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The Commemoration of the 10th Anniversary

The commemoration of Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s 10th anniversary of

was the director general of East Africa Association for Research and Development (DAD)
pated the 10th anniversary of that historical visit. During the talks and commemorations
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Also, the participants commended the role of Turkey as key humanitarian and developmental partner to Somalia and the conspicuous achievements in multiple area such as
ticipants revealed their gratitude for the Turkish government’s involvement following the
2011 visit to Somalia that saved thousands of Somalis in need of urgent humanitarian
support. It was also emphasized that Turkish interventions were important not only for
Horn of Africa region.
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